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These are tips and additional resources for teachers and mentors of
youth who take on caregiving roles. All of these are mere helpful

suggestions, as each child is different, and you as an individual know
what works for your student. Not all of these suggestions will fit and

work for every child, and that is okay.
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Caring isn't 
black and white 

When you realize a youth takes part in a caregiving
role, the goal is not to remove the child from the
caregiving role, unless it's dangerous for them. 

 
Chances are, caring is apart of their life and

something they cannot change (example: a brother
or sister with disability, or parent with illness). It

is more important to give them the tools they
need to deal with the ups & downs in a healthy way
that keeps them away from the risks that come

along with caring. 
 

Contrary to the stigma, being a young caregiver
isn't always negative... It is important to know

the risks of caring, alongside the benefits to fully
understand the role of a young caregiver. 
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Caregiving can be
great and help build
resilient qualities in

children, but it can also
expose them to certain
social and mental risks. 
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IDENTIFYING YOUNG CAREGIVERS
IN SCHOOLS

Being late for school due to family 
Not having homework done because they are "too busy" 
Taking unexplained time away from school
Constantly tired and distracted 
Parents are not involved 
Student experiences bullying related to family 
Student is unable to participate in extra circulars due to
money, time, or parents permission 
Students have sibling with disability and help them at school 

We all play a key role in identifying young caregivers,
as most are hesitant to identify as such or open
about their caring due to fear. Teachers are well
positioned to identify young caregivers by noticing
things like:
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KNOW YOUR STUDENT
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Before acknowledgement 
of caregiving role: 

After acknowledgement 
of caregiving role: 

In the Take Care Kit for children and
youth, the first page they fill out is an

"About me" sheet. They answer
questions about their favourite animal,
who they care for, what they love to
do, and their grade and best friend.
This is because at Young Caregivers
Association, we have heard and seen
youth struggle with their role as a

caregiver, and feel as though that is all
they are. While in the midst of a big

transition in their lives, and the
fundamental years of their

development, it is important to know
them outside their caregiving role, as

well as to celebrate that individuality. 
 

The challenge is attempting a
conversation that helps you know all

about them, their interests, their lives,
and their identities outside of caring.

This will help you see how the role
impacts them, how it shapes their

identity, where they need support most,
and what unique and special qualities

about them deserve praise.
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Tips on supporting kids
who care! 

 

Try to understand their role/ relationship with
the person they help support 

 
Talk to them about their perspective, and how

they feel it impacts them 
 

Allow them space and time to talk about caring
 

Encourage them to engage in non-caring
activities (school clubs, hobbies) 

 
Celebrate them as an individual and not just in
relation to the person they care for (Example: 

"I am so proud that you help your brother" 
VS "You are a talented kid!") 

 
Allow them time away from caring 

 
Talk to us - youngcaregivers.ca 
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Offer a listening ear, ask them
about their day, and remind them you

are there to talk if they need
someone.  

Validating their feelings will leave the
door open for future conversations.

Validation sounds like "I understand why
you feel that way" or "That does seem

stressful."

Play is a way to process grief, sadness,
and even happiness. Encourage healthy
friendships and ensure they are taking

time to play. 

Whatever your child is dealing with, it is
crucial to give honest, age appropriate
explanations of what is going on. This

promotes acceptance, healing, trust, and
realistic expectations.

It is not healthy for you to take on the
weight of a sad child alone. Research local
resources and know that seeking help is
NOT a weakness. This shows kids it is
okay to ask for a bit of extra help.
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HOW TO BUILD UP A SAD
CHILD: 
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The Importance of
Feelings 

In the Take Care Kit for youth, there is a mood
tracker that helps youth see a pattern in their
feelings. They are supposed to colour the number

based on what feeling they have that day. It is only
alarming if the child feels one dominant colour such as

angry, sad, or worried. It is most important to
encourage a colourful turtle - one who feels every

feeling they can, and is honest with themselves about
them. 

 
It is important to debrief with kids about their

feelings everyday, regardless of what they are. This
can look like an easy discussion with questions such as: 

How would you describe your day? 
Why did you feel that way? 
Was it out of your control 

or could you have avoided that? 
Do you think tomorrow will be the same? 

What can we do to make tomorrow a happy day? 
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ANXIOUS KIDS
Try to: Try not

to: 
Award brave or non-anxious
behaviour 
Ignore enabling requests
(coddling, requests to sleep
in your bed, etc)
Model brave behaviour in
times of stress
Get on your child's level,
both emotionally and
physically 
Say things like: "It is okay
you feel anxious, we will
work on it together" 
Practice guided breathing 

Minimize the experience of
anxiety  
Over-reassure (you can't
promise it will be okay or it
will be over soon) 
Encourage avoidance of
things that scare them  
Compare their worries to
others 
Tell them to get over it 
Put a timeline on their
anxiety (some stay anxious
for an hour, and some stay
anxious for days!)
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Self care: (noun) 
The ability to nurture one's mind, body, spirit through taking
personal time, participating in activities one loves to do, and
slowing down when necessary. Sometimes we forget to
participate in self care when we are overwhelmed and busy.
Self care is different from "taking care of one's self" which
refers to the physical body and daily acts of hygiene,
appearance, and health.

 
Self care is vital to young caregivers as they journey through
life, because it will keep them afloat during times of stress
and allieviate the challenges
that come with the role 
of a young caregiver. It 
will also help them understand
what works and doesn't 
work for them,, and keep 
them in tune with their 
stress levels and needs.

Promoting Self Care



WAYS TO
ACCOMMODATE

YOUNG CAREGIVERS

Listen to
them Offer 

inspiration 

Allow
extended

deadlines for 
homework

Do fun things
during school 

hours 

Watch 
for 

bullying 

Monitor class
conversations 
about family 

Ask them 
how they are

feeling 

Promote 
breakfast 

club 

Check in 
with them 
throughout

day 

Be kind 

Have the class
make a

"caregiver
friendly board"

Provide 
class time 

for homework

Provide 
Creative 
outlets

Always be 
honest 

Contact 
Young 

Caregivers
Association

Use your Duty
to Report 
if child is in 
serious danger

Keep in 
touch with 
the family 
about child's
struggles  

Understand
their role 
is hard 

Allow them
time to play
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Try to make
them laugh
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Creating a 
"Caregiver Friendly Classroom" 

Experts say there is at least 1 young caregiver
in every classroom! Likely, there would be more
if caring was something the youth felt they
could talk freely about. Creating a Caregiver
Friendly Classroom board is one way you can

start this conversation:

Each board includes: 
Images, quotes, drawings,
stories of young caregivers

within the classroom or school.

The students design and
create their board with an
adult present to help with

spelling, grammar, and make
sure the board in

appropriate. Then the board
is hung in the classroom or

foyer of the school
caregiving youth feel safe

and valued. 
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Visit youngcaregivers.ca/shop
for exclusive products to

support young caregivers on a
whole new level.

Powerhouse In A Box: 
A Kit for Caregiving Kids 

This toolkit has 5 tools (+ extra merch)
used to cope with the challenges of

caregiving at home.

Powerhouse In A Box: 
A Kit for Service

Providers  
High level kit for service

providers and adults who want
to engage in meaningful
interactions with young

caregivers. Includes deck of
conversation and craft cards,
the charter, and If You Feel

Too Much... poster..

Fill This Book  
Journal that
includes 60+

prompts young
caregivers can use
to have a visually

creative and
therapeutic
reflection
experience.


